Nearly exact six-dimensional quantum calculations of the vibration-rotation-tunneling ͑VRT͒ levels of the water dimer for values of the rotational quantum numbers J and K р2 show that the SAPT-5s water pair potential presented in the preceding paper ͑paper I͒ gives a good representation of the experimental high-resolution far-infrared spectrum of the water dimer. After analyzing the sensitivity of the transition frequencies with respect to the linear parameters in the potential we could further improve this potential by using only one of the experimentally determined tunneling splittings of the ground state in (H 2 O) 2 . The accuracy of the resulting water pair potential, SAPT-5st, is established by comparison with the spectroscopic data of both (H 2 O) 2 and (D 2 O) 2 : ground and excited state tunneling splittings and rotational constants, as well as the frequencies of the intermolecular vibrations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Very precise information about the pair potential of water can be extracted, in principle, from the microwave and ͑far-͒infrared spectra of the water dimer 1-17 prepared in supersonic molecular beams. Many-body interactions in water have also been probed by molecular-beam spectroscopy: high-resolution far-infrared spectra were recorded for the water trimer, tetramer, pentamer, and hexamer, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] mid-and near-infrared spectra for clusters up to the decamer. [26] [27] [28] [29] The temperature of these clusters is usually around 5 K, which is so cold that only a few levels are thermally occupied. The observed lines in the high-resolution spectra correspond to transitions between the individual quantum levels of the clusters, with well-defined rotational quantum numbers J and K and with even minute tunneling splittings ͑less than 1 MHz͒ resolved. As the required Boltzmann averaging is only over a few occupied states, which are of specific permutation-inversion symmetry and have definite values of J and K, the spectra can be completely assigned. The vibration-rotation-tunneling ͑VRT͒ levels extracted from the spectra indicate that the same kind of processes occur in clusters as in liquid water, [30] [31] [32] namely, the breaking and reconstruction of hydrogen bonds. In these very cold clusters the bond breaking is solely due to quantum mechanical tunneling through the barriers in the potential separating multiple equivalent hydrogen bonded equilibrium structures. During the last few years it has become clear 14, [33] [34] [35] that the VRT level splittings form an extremely sensitive probe of the detailed shape of the intermolecular potential surface. This is in contrast to the equilibrium structures of the small water clusters that can be predicted by rather simple model potentials. Hence, the dimer spectrum forms a very critical test of the pair potential in the region of the equivalent van der Waals wells and is also sensitive to the barriers separating those, while the trimer spectrum probes the three-body forces as well. Many potentials have been tested regarding their ability to predict VRT levels of the water dimer, cf. Figs. 4-6 in Ref. 14, Fig. 12 in Ref. 34 , and trimer, cf. Fig. 6 in Ref. 36 . However, all of these ab initio and empirical water potentials produced VRT transition frequencies deviating from experiment by factors of 2, 3, or even by an order of magnitude. Hence, they are clearly not of spectroscopic accuracy. The only exception is the recent pair potential of Fellers et al., 37 which was fit to the dimer spectrum.
The preceding paper 38 presents a new pair potential for water obtained from ab initio electronic structure calculations by symmetry-adapted perturbation theory ͑SAPT͒. In a recent communication 35 it was briefly shown that the application of this SAPT-5s pair potential in rigorous quantum calculations of the VRT levels of the water dimer gives good agreement with the experimental high-resolution spectra. It was shown that the use of only one of the experimental ground state tunneling splittings for (H 2 O) 2 to scale some of the parameters in the analytic representation of the SAPT-5s potential led to an improved version of this potential, named SAPT-5st, which gave excellent agreement with experiment for the frequencies of the intermolecular vibrations and tunneling splittings in both (H 2 O) 2 and (D 2 O) 2 . Furthermore, it was demonstrated in Ref. 35 that with the addition of ab initio calculated three-body interactions the SAPT-5s pair potential accurately reproduces the torsional levels of the water trimer. Here we report the method developed for the sixdimensional calculations of the VRT levels of the water dimer, as well as the scheme that was employed to utilize the experimental (H 2 O) 2 spectrum for improvement of the ab initio SAPT-5s potential. The VRT levels calculated for (H 2 O) 2 and (D 2 O) 2 , which include the ground and excited state tunneling splittings, the intermolecular vibrational frequencies, and the rotational constants A and BϩC of the dimer, are discussed and compared with experiment.
II. TUNNELING AND VIBRATIONS IN THE WATER DIMER
The equilibrium structure of the water dimer was predicted by ab initio calculations [39] [40] [41] [42] and experimentally determined in 1974 by microwave spectroscopy. 1 In 1977 it was shown by the now classical work of Dyke and co-workers 2,43 that the six-dimensional intermolecular potential surface of the water dimer has eight equivalentpermutationally distinct-global minima and that this dimer may tunnel between the eight equivalent equilibrium structures. The equilibrium geometry has reflection symmetry and its point group C s is isomorphic to the permutation-inversion group G 2 ϭ͕E,(12)*͖, with 1 and 2 labeling the two acceptor protons. Also the feasible permutation-inversion ͑PI͒ symmetry group G 16 associated with the actually observed tunneling processes was discussed 43 already in 1977. The VRT levels of the water dimer can be labeled by the irreducible representations ͑irreps͒ of this PI group.
Three different tunneling processes allow the dimer to interconvert between the eight minima, see Fig. 1 . The first process, acceptor tunneling, does not require complete breaking of the hydrogen bond and has the lowest barrier: 156 cm Ϫ1 in the SAPT-5s potential. 38 The permutation made feasible by acceptor tunneling is (12) . This permutation corresponds to a simple rotation of the acceptor about its C 2 axis, but note that the minimum energy pathway for this tunneling process is actually more complicated. Acceptor tunneling yields a relatively large splitting between the A 1 Ϯ ,E Ϯ ,B 1 Ϯ levels, on the one hand, and the A 2 ϯ , E ϯ , B 2 ϯ levels, on the other. The magnitude of this splitting is about 10 cm Ϫ1 in ͑H 2 O͒ 2 and about 2 cm Ϫ1 in (D 2 O) 2 , and it depends strongly on the value of the rotational quantum number K. The water dimer is a prolate near-symmetric rotor and K is the projection of the total angular momentum J on the long axis-the a axis. The second and third processes, donor-acceptor interchange and bifurcation tunneling, involve hydrogen bond breaking with higher barriers: 185 and 636 cm Ϫ1 , respectively, in the SAPT-5s potential. The permutation associated with donor-acceptor interchange tunneling is (AB)(1423) ϭ(AB)(13)(24)(12), i.e., the simultaneous interchange of the oxygen nuclei A and B and the protons 1, 2 and 3, 4 of the monomers A and B, combined with the acceptor tunnel-ing permutation (12) . This process leads to splittings between the A, E, and B levels which are typically 0.3 cm Ϫ1 in (H 2 O) 2 and 0.02 cm Ϫ1 in (D 2 O) 2 . The permutation associated with bifurcation tunneling is ͑12͒͑34͒, where ͑34͒ exchanges the bound and free proton of the donor. This process does not cause a further splitting of the rovibrational levels, but leads to a shift of the E levels relative to the A and B levels. 44, 45 This shift is very small: about 0.02 cm Ϫ1 Ϸ700 MHz for (H 2 O) 2 and 7 MHz for (D 2 O) 2 .
A detailed qualitative model that explains the tunneling splitting pattern of the water dimer levels in terms of a number of empirical parameters was developed by Coudert and Hougen. 44, 45 They used the water pair potential of Coker and Watts 46 to find the three tunneling paths, and the internalaxis-method ͑IAM͒ 47 to determine the amount of angular momentum generated by the tunneling motions and to derive the J,K dependence of the splittings. This model was used as a basis to fit tunneling levels to the measured spectra; 6-8 the result of this fit is a set of empirically determined parameters which completely determine all the ground state tunneling levels for arbitrary J and K.
The excited intermolecular vibrations in the water dimer further probe the water pair potential. The six fundamental low-frequency vibrations of this type, see Fig. 7 in Ref. 14, are listed in Table I . The AЈ and AЉ labels define the symmetry of these vibrations with respect to reflection in the point group C s of the equilibrium structure. Also the splitting of the vibrational levels into G 16 adapted tunneling components is indicated in Table I . The frequencies of these vibrations were calculated ab initio in the harmonic approximation ͑for a recent calculation see Ref. 48͒, but it is clear from the nearly exact six-dimensional calculations in Refs. 14, 33, and 34 and in the present paper that the harmonic model is not valid in this case. It cannot represent the substantial splittings of the vibrational levels by tunneling between the eight equivalent minima, and the harmonic normal mode frequen-FIG. 1. Three different hydrogen bond rearrangement processes in the water dimer which connect the eight equivalent, permutationally distinct, equilibrium structures: acceptor tunneling with PI operation (12) , donor-acceptor interchange tunneling with PI operation (AB)(1423), and bifurcation ͑or donor͒ tunneling with PI operation ͑12͒͑34͒.
cies ͑see Ref. 48 and the discussion below͒ are typically too high by a factor of 1.4 in comparison with the exact frequencies. 14, 16, 17 
III. DYNAMICS CALCULATIONS

A. Theory
Following a more approximate five-dimensional treatment by Althorpe and Clary 49, 50 in 1994 and some rigid-body quantum Monte Carlo calculations 51 giving estimates of the tunneling splittings, Leforestier et al. 33 were in 1997 the first to calculate nearly exactly the VRT levels of the water dimer from a six-dimensional potential. They implemented a split Wigner pseudospectral method. 52 Somewhat later, the same problem was solved by Chen and Light 34 with the use of a sequential diagonalization-truncation method which, up to now, is restricted to Jϭ0. Both Leforestier et al. 33, 14 and Chen and Light 34 used their method to test several ab initio and empirical water potentials against the dimer spectrum. Fellers et al. 37 implemented the method of Leforestier et al. 33 as part of a fitting program, and obtained a spectroscopic water pair potential denoted by VRT͑ASP-W͒. They started from the ab initio based ASP-W potential of Millot and Stone 53 and optimized some of the parameters in this potential through a fit of the dimer spectrum. 37 Here, we present a very efficient implementation of the conventional variational method. We apply this method to test and improve the SAPT-5s water pair potential described in the preceding paper. 38 All methods mentioned above start from the Hamiltonian of a rotating dimer consisting of two ͑rigid͒ polyatomic monomers, expressed in body-fixed dimer coordinates
R is the distance between the centers of mass of the monomers, while A ϵ( A , A , A ) and B ϵ( B , B , B ) are the Euler angles describing the orientations of the monomers A and B with respect to the dimer frame. The operator J represents the total angular momentum, j AB ϭj A ϩj B is the sum of the monomer angular momenta, and AB is the dimer reduced mass. The kinetic energy operator of monomer X ͑ϭA or B͒ is given by
with the rotational constants A X , B X , and C X . The superscript BF ͑body-fixed͒ implies that x, y, and z refer to the components of j X along the principal axes of monomer X. The Hamiltonian in Eq. ͑1͒ has been derived by Brocks et al. 54 with the use of the chain rule. An alternative derivation is given in Appendix A-4 of Ref. 55 . It has also been applied in calculations of the VRT levels of the NH 3 dimer. [55] [56] [57] Just as in the earlier work on the NH 3 dimer, [55] [56] [57] we use a coupled product basis of symmetric rotor functions-Wigner D-functions 58 -for the angular coordinates
is a Clebsch-Gordan coupling coefficient. 58 The angles (␣,␤) are the polar angles of the intermolecular vector R ជ ϵR ជ AB with respect to the space-fixed frame. The same basis was used in Ref. 33 , whereas Ref. 34 used a similar, but uncoupled, basis. Both the potential and the kinetic energy are calculated in the basis of Eq. ͑3͒. The kinetic energy operator is diagonal in this basis, except for the monomer asymmetric rotor terms, cf. Eq. ͑2͒, and the small off-diagonal Coriolis coupling terms, see Ref. 55 . For the radial basis ͉n͘ϵ⌽ n (R) we use a sinc function discrete variable representation ͑DVR͒. 59, 60 The sinc functions are contracted by coefficients obtained from the solution of a one-dimensional radial Schrödinger equation. As in the NH 3 dimer work, [55] [56] [57] the radial potential in this equation corresponds to a fixed-angles cut of the six-dimensional surface through the global minimum.
The potential is expanded in the same type of angular functions as the basis in Eq. ͑3͒. Since the potential is invariant under overall rotations, only the functions with JϭM ϭKϭ0 occur in its expansion, i.e., the expansion functions are TABLE I. Intermolecular vibrations in the water dimer. This correspondence between C s irreps and G 16 irreps holds for pure vibrations, i.e., J ϭKϭ0. The same relation extends to rovibrational states with Kϭ0 and even values of J, while for Kϭ0 and odd values of J the labels AЈ and AЉ must be reversed. For K 0 one component of the K-doublet transforms as AЈ for even J and as AЉ for odd J, whereas the other component transforms as AЉ for even J and as AЈ for odd J ͑Ref. 43͒.
Vibration
Mode
The potential energy matrix elements are given by ͗nЈ,IЈ;JM͉V͉n,I;JM͘
where the radial integrals are
and the angular integrals can be reduced to the following products of 3 j-and 9 j-symbols 55
and
͑9͒
The notations T X (k X Ј ,k X ,L X ) and N(L A ,L B ,L) are somewhat unusual. They refer to three-dimensional arrays in the algorithm described in Sec. III B and illustrated in Fig. 2 .
The basis was adapted to the G 16 symmetry, see Table II , and the calculations were performed for each G 16 irrep separately. Before we describe our method in more detail and present the results, let us define the relevant quantities. In accordance with the recent experimental papers on the water dimer 16, 17 we use the expressions
to define the donor-acceptor interchange splittings i 1 ,i 2 and the bifurcation tunneling shifts b 1 ,b 2 of the energy levels.
Ϫ refer to the irreps of the group G 16 , the levels E(E 1 ϩ ) and E(E 2 Ϫ ) are levels of E Ϯ symmetry that belong to a triplet with the levels of A 1 ϩ ,B 1 ϩ symmetry and with the levels of A 2 Ϫ ,B 2 Ϫ symmetry, respectively. The J,K dependence of the levels is given by the usual prolate near-symmetric top expression
with the rotational constants A,B,C, but with neglect of the very small asymmetry doubling (BϪC)/4 ͑see below͒. These expressions define the origins o 1 ϭE 1 (Jϭ0,Kϭ0) and o 2 ϭE 2 (Jϭ0,Kϭ0) of the levels E 1 and E 2 , respectively. Note that our K corresponds to K a in Refs. 16 and 17.
We also refer to the origins o 1 and o 2 of the levels with K ϭ1, which are the extrapolations of the levels E 1 (J,Kϭ1) and E 2 (J,Kϭ1) to Jϭ0. The acceptor tunneling splitting (a) is defined as
B. Computational method
Because of the rather sharp minima in the water pair potential at the hydrogen bonded geometries and the occurrence of very small tunneling splittings and shifts, the calculations on the water dimer are much more demanding than those for the NH 3 dimer. [55] [56] [57] Truncation of the angular expansion of the potential in Eq. ͑4͒ beyond L A ,L B ϭ7 reduces the well depth D e ϭ1759.0 cm Ϫ1 of the SAPT-5st potential ͑described below͒ to D e ϭ1742.5 cm Ϫ1 , while truncation beyond L A ,L B ϭ8 produces a well with D e ϭ1763.1 cm Ϫ1 , considerably better but slightly too deep. Fortunately, the effect of this truncation on the energy levels and the tunneling splittings, illustrated in Table III , is much smaller. It can be concluded from the results in this table that angular functions with L A and L B values up to 8 inclusive and 15 789 terms in total are required to converge the expansion of the strongly anisotropic water pair potential.
The convergence of the energy levels with respect to truncation of the angular basis in Eq. ͑3͒ is also illustrated in Table III . The hardest to converge are the very small bifurcation shifts b 1 ,b 2 of the E symmetry levels relative to the A and B levels of the same A,E,B triplet, 1 or 2. This is particularly difficult because the E symmetry corresponds to mixed ortho/para dimers with k A ,k B ϭ odd/even and the A 1 ,B 1 and A 2 ,B 2 levels to para/para and ortho/ortho dimers with k A ,k B ϭ even/even and odd/odd, see Table II . These ortho/para designations hold for H 2 O; for D 2 O they are interchanged. Hence, the convergence of the A 1 and B 1 levels shows a uniform behavior upon extension of the basis to higher j A , j B , and so does the convergence of the A 2 and B 2 levels, but the convergence of the E 1 and E 2 levels is nonuniform with respect to that of the A 1 ,B 1 and the A 2 ,B 2 levels. From the results in Table III we conclude that the inclusion of basis functions with j A , j B р11 is just sufficient to converge the small bifurcation shifts for (H 2 O) 2 . For ͑D 2 O) 2 , where these bifurcation shifts are still smaller by two orders of magnitude, even the inclusion of functions with j A , j B ϭ12 is not sufficient. All we can say here is that the computations are consistent with experiment because the calculated bifurcation shifts still decrease when the maximum j A , j B is raised from 11 to 12; the results obtained with TABLE II. G 16 symmetry adapted linear combinations of basis functions. Here ϵJϩ j A ϩ j B . The last two columns give spin statistical weights. Note that functions with even ͑e͒ or odd ͑o͒ k values belong to different symmetry. The quantity k stands for Ϫk. The radial integrals in Eq. ͑7͒ are computed on a DVR grid with 4рRр9 bohr containing 49 equally spaced points. We found that the use of just three contracted DVR functions ⌽ n (R) was sufficient to converge the energy levels.
The large values of j A and j B lead to basis sizes of more than 100 000. Therefore, we compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian matrix by a direct variant of the iterative Davidson algorithm. 61 Direct means that we recompute the Hamiltonian matrix elements in each iteration to avoid storage of the full matrix. Since the expansion of the potential contains nearly 16 000 terms, an efficient algorithm is essential. A simple-minded program structure where all 3 j and 9 j symbols are computed in the innermost loops would be very slow, but, on the other hand, precomputation of all the 3 j and particularly the 9 j symbols would lead to huge storage requirements. Even the retrieval of the precomputed symbols would be expensive. At the heart of the Davidson algorithm we find a multiplication of the H-matrix with a trial vector x: y͑nЈ,IЈ͒ϭ ͚ n,I H͑nЈ,IЈ ; n,I͒x͑n,I͒. ͑13͒
In the loop structure for this matrix-vector multiplydetailed in Fig. 2 -bra and ket quantum numbers are alternated and 3 j-and 9 j-symbols are partially precomputed. We perform the computation of the 3n j-symbols inside our loops so that memory and CPU time requirements are optimally balanced. Detailed timing of the algorithm shows that only a few percent of the CPU time is spent on computing the 3n j symbols. Let us reiterate that our program fully exploits the G 16 symmetry of the problem.
Since the calculations on the water dimer described in this paper refer only to low J values (р2), we neglect the off-diagonal Coriolis coupling terms. These terms couple the wave functions with a given value of K to those with KϮ1, and they are manifest in the experimental spectra as the asymmetry doubling (BϪC) J(Jϩ1)/4. From the experimental data [6] [7] [8] 11, 13, 16, 17 it is evident that even the largest (B ϪC)/4 values, which occur for KϭϮ1, are only of the order of 20 MHz Ϸ 0.0007 cm Ϫ1 . Because the off-diagonal Coriolis coupling effects are so small and do not interfere with the small tunneling splittings, their omission is justified.
Finally we mention that we used for H 2 
IV. TUNING OF THE POTENTIAL
One will see in Sec. V that the ab initio SAPT-5s potential presented in paper I 38 produces VRT levels of (H 2 O) 2 which are generally in very good agreement with experi-ment, except for the ͑ground state͒ acceptor tunneling splitting a(Kϭ0)ϩa(Kϭ1). Therefore, we developed a procedure to determine the smallest change in the ab initio SAPT-5s potential that corrects this discrepancy. As the linear parameters in the electrostatic, induction, and dispersion terms in SAPT-5s were determined by means of separate long-range calculations, we chose to change only the 40 linear parameters a 1 ab , a 2 ab , a 3 ab , and a 0 ab ϭexp(␣ ab ) in the exponential functions that represent the a-b site-site exchange repulsion and overlap effects, see Eqs. ͑1͒-͑3͒ as well as Tables VII and VIII in paper I. 38 We consider the first order change ⌬E k in the energy levels with respect to a variation ⌬p in the potential parameters pϭ(a m ab ). By restricting ourselves to the linear parameters we have, without approximation
The wave functions k corresponding to the energy levels E k are eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian HϭTϩV in a finite space spanned by a parameter-independent basis. Hence, we may apply the Hellmann-Feynman theorem, 63 which gives in first order
Since each of the splittings s l observed in the spectra is calculated as a difference between energy levels or between averages of energy levels, it can be written as a simple linear combination
with constant coefficients C lk . Thus, to first order
or, in matrix notation
⌬sϭCA⌬pϵD⌬p. ͑19͒
If s l (observed) are the splittings actually extracted from the observed spectrum, we may put the following linear constraints on the parameter variation ⌬p
D⌬pϭs͑observed͒Ϫs͑p͒ϵd, ͑20͒
where each row of the matrix D and each element of the column vector d correspond to one constraint. In the present work we impose only one linear constraint, namely that
which is the sum of the Kϭ0 and Kϭ1 acceptor tunneling splittings for which we want to improve agreement with experiment becomes equal to the experimentally observed value of 13.92 cm Ϫ1 . Hence, d 1 ϭ13.92 cm Ϫ1 Ϫs 1 (p). The coefficients C 1k follow immediately from the definition of a(K) in Eqs. ͑10͒-͑12͒.
The condition of minimal change in the potential implies that we minimize
͑22͒
where the radial integrals are evaluated on the DVR grid with 4рRр9 bohr described in Sec. III B. For RϾ9 bohr the change in the potential will be minimal anyway, since we exclude the long-range parameters from the tuning process. For RϽ4 bohr the potential is strongly repulsive and changes in this region are irrelevant for the present work. Using Eq. ͑14͒ we may rewrite Eq. ͑22͒ as
is a positive definite matrix. The normalization factor N is chosen such that ͉͉S͉͉ϭ1, where the norm of a matrix is defined as its largest singular value. All quantities are expressed in atomic units. The problem of minimizing B ͓Eq. ͑23͔͒ with the linear constraints of Eq. ͑20͒ can be solved by the Lagrange multiplier method. This leads to the formal solution
However, the matrix S is nearly singular. In the problem at hand its condition number is on the order of 10 19 . Appendix A shows how to solve these equations by the generalized singular value decomposition method, which is a numerically much more stable procedure than the standard matrix inversion. An efficient algorithm to compute the matrix A defined in Eq. ͑16͒ is also described in this Appendix. Substitution of ⌬p thus obtained into Eq. ͑15͒ gives the first-order estimate ⌬E k of the change in all energy levels. We found that the change predicted for most quantities with just the constraint that s 1 ϭ13.92 cm Ϫ1 and the minimization of B in Eq. ͑22͒ was quite acceptable, except for the lower and upper donor-acceptor interchange splittings i 1 ,i 2 which became too large. We could have added the changes in these quantities as strict first order constraints in Eq. ͑20͒. However, each constraint reduces the number of degrees of freedom left to minimize the change in the potential. Therefore, we decided to minimize the changes of the splittings i 1 and i 2 from their ab initio values rather than force them to agree with experiment. We imposed these conditions as soft constraints by adding the quadratic cost term
to Eq. ͑23͒, which must be minimized. Here
The factor NЈ is chosen such that ͉͉S (2) ϩS (3) ͉͉ϭ1. The coefficients C lk again follow immediately from the definitions of the lower (lϭ2) and upper (lϭ3) donor-acceptor interchange splittings i 1 and i 2 ͓Eq. ͑10͔͒. Figure 3 shows the vibrational ground state VRT levels and tunneling splittings of the H 2 O dimer calculated from the ab initio SAPT-5s potential for J,Kр2 and the experimental data. 7, 8, 17 The smaller splittings resulting from the donoracceptor interchange and bifurcation tunneling are in remarkably good-within 0.03 cm Ϫ1 -agreement with experiment, for each J,K. Also the end-over-end rotational constant B ϩC, which is a measure for the average intermolecular distance R, and even the rotational constant A, which depends sensitively on the average orientations of the molecules in the dimer, are close to the measured values. The frequency of the 22.3 cm Ϫ1 transition observed between the lowest K ϭ1 and Kϭ2 levels agrees with experiment to 0.1 cm Ϫ1 . The bifurcation shifts which determine the positions of the E levels relative to the A and B levels within the same triplet can be obtained by subtraction, see Eq. ͑10͒. Even these very small quantities ͑listed in Table IV͒ agree well with the experimental values: b 1 ϭ0.023 and b 2 ϭ0.025 cm Ϫ1 ͑for K ϭ0). The acceptor tunneling splittings a(K) have not been directly measured, but the sum a(Kϭ0)ϩa(Kϭ1) is known. This is the only quantity that is not so well repro- duced by the ab initio SAPT-5s potential: it is overestimated by about 40%. Model calculations 64 indicate that this might be partly due to the assumption that the water molecules are rigid. From a comparison with the VRT levels obtained 14, 34 with water pair potentials previously derived from ab initio calculations, it may be concluded that the SAPT-5s potential represents a significant improvement.
V. DIMER VRT LEVELS
The corresponding levels of the D 2 O dimer are displayed in Fig. 4 . The acceptor tunneling splittings are about six times smaller than in the H 2 O dimer, and the interchange splittings are smaller by factors of 10 to 20. Nevertheless, the SAPT-5s potential produces interchange splittings that overestimate the experimental values only by about 20%. Also the rotational constants BϩC and A agree well with experiment, 6, 11, 13, 16 but the acceptor tunneling splittings deviate more strongly, just as in the H 2 O dimer. Here they are overestimated by a factor of 2. However, one must keep in mind that the smaller the splittings, the more sensitive they are to the shape of the barriers in the potential.
We also performed calculations of the VRT levels of ͑H 2 O) 2 with the SAPT-pp potential, 65 which might be considered as the predecessor of the SAPT-5s potential, see paper I. 38 The acceptor tunneling splitting is overestimated by about the same amount as with SAPT-5s, but the smaller interchange and bifurcation tunneling splittings, although substantially better than with any previous water pair potential derived from ab initio calculations, 14, 34 are definitely not of the same high quality as with the SAPT-5s potential.
Section IV describes the procedure that we developed to improve the SAPT-5s potential by using the experimental ground state VRT levels of (H 2 O) 2 . The only experimental quantity actually used in this tuning procedure is the ͑by SAPT-5s overestimated͒ acceptor tunneling splitting a(K ϭ0)ϩa(Kϭ1). The interchange splittings i 1 and i 2 were accurately represented by the ab initio SAPT-5s potential.
The second soft constraint imposed in the tuning procedure in Sec. IV was that they change as little as possible. The first soft constraint applied was that the parameter modification leaves the potential as close as possible to the ab initio potential. Possible small effects of the nonrigidity of the water molecules are implicitly included by this tuning of the potential. Let us stress that the tuning was just a one-step procedure, i.e., the parameters computed from Eq. ͑25͒, pϩ⌬p, determine the tuned potential. The quantity ⌬p can be directly used to get first-order estimates of all the spectroscopic quantities via Eq. ͑18͒. If, however, the VRT levels are recalculated with the tuned potential, the results will be different from the first-order approximation. In Table IV we show the first-order estimate of the change for several quantitites, as well as the actual change found after full recalculation of all the energy levels with the reparametrized SAPT-5s potential ͑referred to as SAPT-5st͒. Note that the estimate is very good, even for the acceptor tunneling where the largest change occurs. For the rotational constant BϩC the first order change is almost zero, because the internal part of the wave function is very nearly J independent ͑for fixed K).
The VRT levels of (H 2 O) 2 computed with SAPT-5st are in excellent agreement with experiment, see Fig. 3 . Not only has the acceptor splitting a(Kϭ0)ϩa(Kϭ1) been improved, but the rotational constant A is now even better than with SAPT-5s, while the donor-acceptor interchange splittings i 1 and i 2 remain very close to the experimental values. TABLE IV. Effect of tuning the SAPT-5s potential on tunneling splittings and rotational constants of (H 2 O) 2 ͑in cm Ϫ1 ). The label 1 st order refers to the first order estimate ͓Eqs. ͑15͒ and ͑16͔͒ of the effects of the parameter change ⌬p that yields the SAPT-5st potential, computed with the wave functions k obtained from the SAPT-5s potential.
SAPT-5s
1 st order SAPT-5st The end-over-end rotational constant BϩC becomes slightly too large, indicating that the R e value of SAPT-5st is somewhat too small. The Kϭ0 bifurcation shifts have become b 1 ϭ0.019 and b 2 ϭ0.017 cm Ϫ1 , still close to the experimental values b 1 ϭ0.023 and b 2 ϭ0.025 cm Ϫ1 , but it should be remembered that these small shifts are only marginally converged. The tuned potential was then used to compute the energy levels of (D 2 O) 2 without any further reparametrization. As can be seen in Fig. 4 , the results for (D 2 O) 2 are markedly improved by the tuning. The 100% deviation from experiment for the acceptor tunneling splitting is reduced to 6% and the smaller ͑20%͒ deviations of the interchange tunneling splittings are diminished to about 5%. The VRT levels of (D 2 O) 2 calculated from the SAPT-5st potential agree equally well with the experimental data as the results obtained from the VRT͑ASP-W͒ potential, 37 which was fit to these levels, while the representation of the (H 2 O) 2 levels is better with the SAPT-5st potential.
Recently, an impressive collection of spectroscopic data has been gathered 15-17 on the intermolecular vibrations of both (H 2 O) 2 and (D 2 O) 2 . The data set for (D 2 O) 2 is more complete than for (H 2 O) 2 because, for various reasons given in Ref. 17 , the vibrationally excited states of the latter system are harder to access. These vibrations of the whole water molecules in the dimer probe the shape of the wells in the six-dimensional water pair potential in various directions, while the ground state tunneling frequencies which we discussed up to now and used in the tuning of the SAPT-5s potential are sensitive to the heights and widths of the barriers between these wells. The VRT levels corresponding to several of these intermolecular vibrations of (D 2 O) 2 were used in the fit of the VRT͑ASP-W͒ potential. 37 Table V and Fig. 5 contain the ground state and vibrationally excited VRT levels of (H 2 O) 2 obtained from the SAPT-5st potential, as well as the experimental data, while Table VI and Fig. 6 contain the (D 2 O) 2 data.
Observe that the SAPT-5st potential reproduces accurately not only the ground state tunneling splittings shown in The question marks indicate doubts on the correctness of the assignment of the measured lines to the in-plane bending mode, see text.
Figs. 3 and 4, but also the frequencies of the intermolecular vibrations. The donor torsion, acceptor twist, and in-plane bending frequencies agree with experiment to within 1 to 3 cm Ϫ1 , i.e., to about 2%, both for (H 2 O) 2 and for (D 2 O) 2 , for Kϭ0 and Kϭ1. Also the acceptor tunneling splittings a(K) are in good agreement with experiment for these intermolecular modes. The calculations predict very well, for example, the fact that a(K) in the donor torsion excited state is almost 5 times larger than in the ground state for (H 2 O) 2 , and about 10 times for (D 2 O) 2 . The mode that shows the largest deviation from experiment, frequency differences of about 8% in both (H 2 O) 2 and (D 2 O) 2 , is the acceptor wag. Also a(K) is considerably too large for the Kϭ0 component of this excited state, whereas it is more realistic for the K ϭ1 component. The in-plane bending mode in (H 2 O) 2 is omitted from these considerations, because the assigment of the small number of experimental lines that have been ascribed to this transition is still quite uncertain; 17 an alternative assignment based on the present calculations is now considered. 66 The finding that this would be the only case where the experimental end-over-end rotational constant B ϩC were larger than our calculated value supports our doubt on the assignment of the measured lines to the in-plane bending mode.
In Table VII we compare harmonic vibrational modes, obtained from the SAPT-5s and SAPT-5st potentials, with the exact SAPT-5st frequencies. In labeling the vibrational levels we followed the tentative assignment of Saykally and co-workers. [15] [16] [17] We observe that the harmonic values are too high by a factor ranging from 1.2 to 1.4, except in the case of the in-plane bend mode. For this mode the factor is 2.6, which casts serious doubt on the assignment of the transition at 139.83 cm Ϫ1 to the in-plane bend mode. An analysis of the exact anharmonic wave functions to establish the character of the intermolecular vibrations of the water dimer is in progress. Notice that the harmonic frequencies, especially those from SAPT-5st, agree quite well with the harmonic frequencies obtained from ab initio calculations 48 with the second order Mo "ller-Plesset ͑MP2͒ method.
The small donor-acceptor interchange splittings i 1 and i 2 agree not so well with experiment in the vibrationally excited states as they do in the ground state: deviations by a factor of 2 to 3 are typical. Still, the observation that for particular vibrationally excited states i 1 and i 2 are 10 to 20 times larger than in the ground state is qualitatively reproduced by our calculations. The calculated end-over-end rota- tional constant BϩC is systematically somewhat too large. This is an effect of the tuning: the BϩC value from SAPT-5s was closer to the experimental value. The ͑much larger͒ calculated values for the long-axis rotational constant A are generally in good agreement with experiment, with the exception ͑again͒ of the acceptor wagging mode in (D 2 O) 2 . One may find it strange that the A values obtained from K ϭ1 and Kϭ0 energy level differences ⌬, cf. Figs. 3 and 4 , are sometimes very large and sometimes negative. This indicates that A is not simply a component of the inverse rigidrotor inertia tensor, but is affected by the internal motions in the water dimer. A similar phenomenon was observed for the ammonia dimer. [55] [56] [57] We illustrate the effect of the tuning on the frequencies of the intermolecular vibrations by quoting the values of the vibrational band origins ͑in cm Ϫ1 for JϭKϭ0) computed for (D 2 O) 2 with the ab initio SAPT-5s potential: o 1 ϭ72.90, o 2 ϭ47.55 for the donor torsion, o 1 ϭ80.28, o 2 ϭ86.03 for the acceptor wag, and o 1 ϭ89.44, o 2 ϭ85.27 for the acceptor twist. When comparing these values to those in Table VI , one observes that the acceptor wag mode is better represented by the ab initio SAPT-5s potential, whereas the donor torsion and acceptor twist frequencies agree markedly better with experiment after the tuning. On the whole, we may conclude that the intermolecular vibrations from SAPT-5s are of good quality, but that the tuning clearly improves agreement with experiment for most of the vibrationally excited levels, as it did for the ground state. This is remarkable, because the tuning procedure involves only one ground state tunneling splitting, just for (H 2 O) 2 . Summarizing our results for the intermolecular vibrations, we may say that the ground as well as the excited VRT levels of both (H 2 O) 2 and (D 2 O) 2 are very well represented by the SAPT-5st potential.
Another aspect of the present work is that it provides a more complete characterization of the VRT levels of the water dimer. The experimentally determined transitions are sufficient to fix most, but not all of the levels. We already mentioned that in (H 2 O) 2 the sum a(Kϭ0)ϩa(Kϭ1)ϭ13.92 cm Ϫ1 has been measured, but that the individual values of the acceptor tunneling splittings for Kϭ0 and Kϭ1 were not known. The value of a(Kϭ0)ϭ9.4 cm Ϫ1 first given in the experimental paper of Zwart et al., 7 and later quoted 33, 14, 34 as the experimental value, was actually extracted from a fit of the spectroscopic data with the model of Coudert and Hougen. 44, 45 This model is approximate and, moreover, is based on the early and rather poor potential of Ref. 46 . A more precise value, a(Kϭ0)ϭ11.2 cm Ϫ1 , is obtained from our six-dimensional calculations with the SAPT-5st potential which reproduce the measured quantity a(K ϭ0)ϩa(Kϭ1)ϭ13.9 cm Ϫ1 . While one must conclude that the Coudert-Hougen model is not so reliable for the large acceptor tunneling splittings, the smaller splittings originating from donor-acceptor interchange and the shifts from bifurcation tunneling turn out to be accurately represented by this model. Also for (D 2 O) 2 the experimental value of a(K ϭ0)ϭ1.77 cm Ϫ1 was not directly measured; it was based on the assumption 13 that the value of a(Kϭ0) for the acceptor antisymmetric intramolecular O-D stretch excited state of (D 2 O) 2 is equal to the ground state value. Our calculations demonstrate that this assumption is justified.
Finally, we discuss some properties of the SAPT-5st potential, in relation to the SAPT-5s potential described in paper I. 38 The Fortran code that generates both potentials is deposited as AIP Document No. EPAPS: EPRLTAO-84-060018. The well depth D e is 4.86 kcal/mol for SAPT-5s and 5.03 kcal/mol for SAPT-5st. The most reliable estimate, from the ab initio work of Klopper et al., 67 is D e ϭ5.02 Ϯ0.05 kcal/mol. The latter value is computed for monomers at their ͑relaxed͒ equilibrium configurations, see paper I for a more detailed discussion. Obviously, the tuning gives an improvement of the well depth. The dimer dissociation energy 2 is 1168 Ϯ245 cm Ϫ1 , see paper I. The second virial coefficients computed with both SAPT-5s potentials do not differ much; 38 they are in good agreement with the best experimental data.
The water dimer equilibrium geometry ͓all angles and distances refer to the center of mass ͑c.m.͒ origins͔ calculated with SAPT-5s has R e ϭ5.60 bohr, an angle A ϭ119.2°between the donor C 2 axis and the intermolecular vector R ជ AB ͑corresponding to the H-c.m.-c.m. angle ␣ ϭ 5.2°) and an angle B ϭ129.3°between R ជ AB and the acceptor C 2 axis. The SAPT-5st potential has the somewhat smaller R e value of 5.53 bohr, nearly the same angle A ϭ118.5°(␣ϭ5.9°), and a somewhat smaller acceptor angle B ϭ123.7°. The smaller value of R e explains the larger endover-end rotational constant BϩC, which actually has become slightly too large in comparison with experiment. Apparently, the tuning of the SAPT-5s potential which increases the well depth D e shifts the R e value to a distance that is somewhat too short. This is probably related to our choice to tune merely the linear parameters in the exponential exchange repulsion.
In paper I and in Sec. II of the present paper we discussed the energy barriers corresponding to the various tunneling processes. In SAPT-5s these barriers are 156 cm Ϫ1 for acceptor tunneling, 185 cm Ϫ1 for donor-acceptor interchange, and 636 cm Ϫ1 for bifurcation tunneling. The barriers in SAPT-5st are 222, 248, and 685 cm Ϫ1 , respectively. The increase of the acceptor tunneling barrier is accompanied by a substantial reduction of the corresponding tunneling splitting a(K), as might be expected, but the increase of the interchange and bifurcation barrier heights has almost no effect on the tunneling splittings i 1 ,i 2 and shifts b 1 ,b 2 . In general, it is obvious that tunneling splittings and shifts depend not only on the heights, but also on the widths of the barriers. Moreover, tunneling in the water dimer is not a one-dimensional process: all six intermolecular degrees of freedom are strongly coupled and we must conclude that the energy level splittings are the result of a subtle balance between various effects.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a method and its computer implementation to obtain nearly exact quantum levels and wave functions of the water dimer from a six-dimensional intermolecular potential. This method is applied to the ab initio SAPT-5s potential presented in paper I. It is found that this potential passes the very critical test of quantitatively reproducing detailed dimer spectroscopic data better than all previous ab initio and ͑semi-͒empirical water pair potentials, with the exception of the VRT͑ASP-W͒ potential 37 which was fit to these data. A tuning procedure was developed to use the experimental VRT levels to improve the SAPT-5s potential. This procedure takes into account that one quan-tity, the ground state acceptor tunneling splitting, needed improvement, whereas other quantities derived from the SAPT-5s potential are already in very good agreement with the spectroscopic data. Another aspect of the procedure is that it takes care that the tuned potential deviates as little as possible from the original ab initio potential. The resulting SAPT-5st potential gives excellent agreement with experiment, not only for the ground state VRT levels of (H 2 O) 2 that were used in the tuning, but also for the much smaller ground state tunneling splittings in (D 2 O) 2 and for the large set of spectroscopic data that has recently become available for the excited VRT levels of both (H 2 O) 2 and (D 2 O) 2 corresponding to the intermolecular vibrations. Hence, we may conclude that SAPT-5st is an accurate water pair potential.
In calculations on trimers of H 2 O and D 2 O 35 it was demonstrated that the SAPT-5st potential, when supplemented with accurately calculated three-body interactions, reproduces also the measured torsional ͑flipping͒ frequencies in the water trimer. It is clearly superior to the empirical VRT͑ASP-W͒ potential fit to the dimer spectrum in that respect. Thus, SAPT-5st seems to be a more realistic pair potential in regions not probed by the dimer spectrum. The reason for that is probably that the ab initio SAPT-5s potential is of better quality than the ASP-W potential 53 on which the VRT͑ASP-W͒ potential was based.
This equation fixes n c components of the vector y. From Eqs. ͑23͒, ͑A1͒, ͑A2͒ and the unitarity of V we find Bϭ⌬p T S⌬pϭ͉͉S 1/2 ⌬p͉͉ 2 ϭ͉͉Qy͉͉ 2 ϭ ͚ i Q ii 2 y i 2 . ͑A4͒
Thus, the remaining components of the vector y should be set to zero in order to minimize B. Finally ⌬p is determined by solving Eq. ͑A2͒. The condition number of the matrix X is on the order of 10 9 . Readers familiar with the ͑G͒SVD method may be surprised that its application is advantageous in this case, even though no singular vectors corresponding to small singular values are eliminated. Analysis of the algorithm used here shows that the crucial step from a numerical point of view is the computation of the square root of the S matrix. This computation is unproblematic even if S is singular. The fact that our procedure is to be preferred over the direct calculation of ⌬p from Eq. ͑25͒ is demonstrated by our value of 0.29 atomic units for B(⌬p) in Eq. ͑23͒, whereas the computation of ⌬p by Eq. ͑25͒ yields a minimum value of 0.42. The CPU-time required for these calculations is negligible except for the calculation of the matrices A ͓Eq. ͑16͔͒ and S ͓Eq. ͑24͔͒. With the method described here, the CPU-time required can be limited to roughly the cost of a single Davidson iteration of Hx, see Eq. ͑13͒, for each state k .
We now turn to the computation of the matrix A defined by Eq. ͑16͒. For the expanded potential we have
where v ⌳ (R) is given in Eq. ͑5͒. Note that for the linear parameters all ‫ץ‬V/‫ץ‬p i may be calculated on the grid with a slightly modified implementation of the SAPT-5s routine that returns the individual terms. Substituting the expansion k ϭ ͚ 
͑A9͒
This last factor, which is the most expensive one, may be readily calculated by a single call ͑for each vector k) to a slightly modified version of the subroutine Hx, which leaves out the kinetic energy and stores the contributions for each nЈ,n and ⌳ separately.
